CM4000
Simple pay-per-copy,
self service multi-coin
operated control unit
Suitable in libraries, newsagents or public
areas where pay-per-use copying is required
Sturdy robust construction
Supports 8 different coins
(including $2, $1, 50c, 20c, 10c)
Inbuilt display to show credit and copy quantities
Combines credit for multiple prints
Manages up to 4 copy prices (A4, A3, B/W, colour)
Security door with locking mechanism
Simple installation and configuration
Low maintenance and ongoing costs

Built by trusted European manufacturer Cartadis, the CM4000 is a stand alone coin unit ideal for
pay-per-copy environments. It does not require a network connection and can be left unattended for
simple use. The CM4000 unit connects to virtually all commercial photocopiers, and can provide
simple statistical information on your users printer habits.
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Configuration options
Accepts up to 8 different coins
Allows configuration of two rate options
Multiple copies can be printed without
inserting a coin at each copy

CM4000 Specifications
Version
Dimensions
Weight (empty unit)

Manages up to 4 copy prices*, for example:

Coin mechanism

A4 size – black and white / colour

Supported

A3 size – black and white / colour

currencies

Displays remaining user credit

Power supply

Statistic management

Options

Height 380mm; Width 280mm;
Depth 100mm (base)
7.5 kg
8 different coins
(including $2, $1, 50c, 20c, 10c)
AUD, NZD, SGD and many more
Cartadis 240v power supply
(supplied)
Pedestal (9700610)***
Wall bracket (9700605)

Supplied with a key allowing free copies
Print release via USB and network print

Stand alone CM4000 (9700600)

Cover for cash box (9700605)

available on some MFPs*

*** Copy Monitoring recommend purchasing the
optional pedestal for use with the CM4000

Installation on the copier front face

Version

or on an optional pedestal
Advanced feature print control

Dimensions

CM4000 (9700600) with pedestal
(9700610)
Height 420mm; Width 280mm;
Depth 300mm (base)

on some MFPs*

How does it work?
The user inserts coins into the CM4000 coin slot
with the ability to pre-load coins for multiple
copies.** Once the coins have been loaded the
user is able to see their available credit and
allowed print quantity on the display. The user
can then proceed to print or make copies until
the the credit and allowed print quantity shown
on the display is exhausted. Administrators have
the ability to set copy and print prices as desired.
*This feature is vendor and model specific. Please check compatibility.
**The CM4000 does not dispense change. Remaining credit is retained for
use by either the next user or until manually cleared by admin.

Authorised partner details:

The CM4000 is distributed exclusively by Copy Monitoring via our
partners. To find a partner near you, contact or learn more about
the CM4000 head to our website, email or call us.
copymonitoring.com I support@copymonitoring.com
AUS+61 28188 7533 I NZ +64 9887 6955 I SG +65 3159 0931

